
Delegation from Presidential Library of the Russian Federation had a working visit at the National Library of VietNam

  

   In the morning of March 14, 2018, at the National Library of Vietnam, Mr. Nguyen Xuan Dung
- Deputy Director and several Heads of NLV’s Departments have welcomed Mr. Andrey V.
Zaytsev, Deputy Head of Technology, Presidential Library of the Russian Federation and Ms.
Natalia Valerievna Shafinskaia, Director of the Center for Science and Culture of Russia in Ha
Noi to the National Library of Viet Nam. The Presidential Library of the Russian Federation is a
digital library and is now prioritizing the development of international cooperation related to
collections of Russian materials, about Russia and relations between Russia and partner
countries. At the meeting, Mr. Andrey V. Zaytsev emphasized the possibility of exchanging
digital materials in this field with the National Library of Viet Nam and was pleased to announce
that his library has just created a new digital collection about Russian-Vietnamese Relations in
Russian. He wished this valuable collection can be introduced to the large public through the
National Library of Viet Nam. Ms.Natalia Valerievna Shafinskaia, Director of the Center for
Science and Culture of Russia in Ha Noi, also affirmed her willingness to be a bridge for the two
Libraries to continue exchanging and advancing to specific partnerships that both have
advantages. Speaking at the reception, Mr. Nguyen Xuan Dung appreciated the effective and
traditional cooperation between the National Library of Viet Nam and the libraries of the Russian
Federation in the past, he also thanked the goodwill of the two agencies and appreciate the idea
of cooperation related to digital collections of Russian-Vietnamese relations available at the
Presidential Library of the Russian Federation. The National Library of Viet Nam will try to
further develop this relationship and hope that the visit of the representatives of the Russian
Presidential Library will open new opportunities for cooperation in the future between the two
libraries. .
    

  

   Photos of the same event:
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     Visiting the Multilingual Reading room at the National Library of Viet Nam     

     Visiting S-hub sharing space at the National Library of Viet Nam     

     Taking souvernir photo together     ________________     News: Huong Giang; Photos: Hung Manh
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